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APPENNINO TOSCO-EMILIANO
Biosphere Reserve UNESCO
The territory of the Reserve
includes 34 municipalities that
spread over 5 provinces:
Parma, Reggio Emilia and
Modena in the Emilia-Romagna
Region and Lucca and Massa
Carrara in Tuscany, covering
approximately 2,200 km2.
The Appennino Tosco Emiliano
Biosphere Reserve was
established in 2015

A CLIMATIC FRONTIER BETWEEN EUROPE AND
MEDITERANEAN
Climatic and geological diversity
between Tosco (south) and Emiliano
(north) Apennine's ridges, have
generated a richness of biodiversity.
In this territory have been
recognized 42 habitats of
Community interest (8 priority types
and 3 of regional interest).

RURAL AND CULTURAL PATCHWORK OF LANDSCAPES
A long history of interrelationship
between humans and the
territory has shaped the rural and
cultural patchwork of landscapes
.
From
Parmigiano
Reggiano
grasslands and wide beech forests
to chestnut forests, from cereal
crops to vineyards and olive
groves.

A RICH HAMPERER OF TRADITIONAL FOOD PRODUCTS
Neither in Italy nor in the world
there is another small area that
can be proud of such a great and
high-quality agricultural-food.
64 of them have been identified
and classified by the Ministry of
Agricultural Policy – many of
them follow a strictly production
disciplinary
and obtained
aquality label (PDO and PGI, Slow
Food Presidia)

Traditional agriculture defenses natural and
cultural diversity
The Appennino Tosco Emiliano Biosphere Reserve encourages the maintenance
of traditional mountain agriculture because:
• It ensures human presence in the territory
• It counteracts the hydrogeological instability
• It safeguards the bred and farmed biodiversity
• It recovers and, at the same time, renovates the endemic high-quality rural
culture
• It is a “sentinel” for climate change
• It gives opportunities in green economy (organic production, renewable
energies)
• High quality food products pass on the territory values on to the consumer,
as well as serve as a marketing tool for the Biosphere Reserve

AGRICOLTURAL STORY TELLING
THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE FRIENDS

FRANCO, CATIA E NICOLAS
ABLONDI
FRANCO, CATIA E NICOLAS
ABLONDI
Parmigiano – Reggiano:
133.000 tons of cheese
per year
983 millions € per year
350 small artisan dairies
3300 farms

We are a family, but do not have a picture of the three
of us together at work because when we work
together we fight all the time. Working on a farm
allows us to live and remain in the land that we love.
Livestock breeding is highly rewarding.
Unfortunately, our society compels us to always be "in
a rush“, thus forcing us to overlook many important
aspects of our lives.
Farming in the mountains teaches us to respect the
rhythms of nature and to be patient.
We have a hundred head of cattle, about half of them
produce milk that is processed into organic
Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese.
If the herd is happy cows seldom get sick.
The young leaders during the summer are brought to
the high pastures of the Apennines and in recent years,
in early winter, we started to bring them back to the
stables following the ancient practice of horse
transhumance.
Not intensive agricolture/from XII century
The same cheese for at least nine centuries…true???

AGRICOLTURAL STORY TELLING
THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE FRIENDS

SILVANO GERBELLA

Parma ham
8.500.000 Parma hams per year
740.000 millions € per year
150 factories

I come from the lowlands, near the Po river, and I breed pigs:
this is a passion I inherited from my grandfather who was a
butcher.
When they slaughtered the pigs I used to stay warm by the
boiling cauldron containing the cracklings to eat cold cuts and
tell stories.
At one point I stopped eating cold cuts because my mouth
began to reject them, they were no longer those of my
grandfather.
When I bought this farm in the Apennines, I walked through the
woods and saw acorns, chestnuts, pears, apples, berries of all
kinds. Free-range pigs eat them hence meat are enriched with
their flavours.
At first the big manufacturers were reluctant, but now they ask
me for more and more black pork hams and I continue to
produce only few of it.
The thing I love most is the close relationship between people:
restaurant owners, farmers, breeders ... they are like a family to
me.
The similarity between Parma Ham (perexsuctum means dried)
and its ancestor is evident…true???

AGRICOLTURAL STORY TELLING
THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE FRIENDS

BARBARA MAFFEI
Chestnut production in
Italy
1900 643.000 tons
Today 78.400 tons

I was born in Lunigiana and, after studying in Pisa, I
moved to Milan in 2005 to work as an engineer.
Despite the good job I had, my passion for the Apennines
prevailed so I went back and I established a
multifunctional farm.
Today, every day I get to work on many different things:
We renovated old and abandoned farm houses in the
rural village of Apella, where my grandparents and my
father were born, and now I manage a diffused
agritourism farm there; I manage a farm specializing in
the production of Lunigiana PDO chestnut flour, organic
honey, and meat from free-range animals.
I love picking chestnuts while enjoying the colours of
Autumn, smelling the scent of wood during their slow
drying. I have no regrets about the choice I made a few
years ago.
Chestnut flour allows the survival in Apennines of
many people in wintertime – Before potatoes

AGRICOLTURAL STORY TELLING
THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE FRIENDS

ELENA SIFFREDI

I harvest fruits and wild herbs in order to have the least
possible impact on nature.
Nature can do everything alone, if we care for it.
There are many good things around here even without
human intervention.
I have a very ambitious goal: bring people who taste my
products to love nature
I do not enjoy growing plants, while I feel good in nature.
It all started from a man who indeed used to exploit me: he
asked me to pick up 100 kilograms of chestnuts per day, he
did not pay me for that but only used to give me a small
part of the chestnuts that I had harvested, but then I felt so
good in the woods that I decided to work as a professional
picker.

ELENA SIFFREDI
We must stop the reduction of biological diversity
Are we doing all we can?

APPENNINO TOSCO EMILIANO CASE HISTORY

Since 2008 we have organized the gastronomical contest «Menu KM Zero»
between the restaurants of the 34 municipalities of the Biosphere Reserve, in order
to promote the excellent products of the area and their connection with the
production zones and producers.
In the 2015 edition 40 restaurants and 54 local producers were involved in a 3
months contest.

APPENNINO TOSCO EMILIANO CASE HISTORY
The aims of “Menu KM Zero” are:
•

to rediscover and promote the local cuisine and traditional recipes, food and
wine heritage, qualifying the culinary offer of the local professionals;

•

to promote the use of local products among the restaurants (not so usual!)
increasing the traditional and local wine and food supply chains;

•

to create a positive connection between rural and touristic enterprises,
promoting the values of the territory through high quality products and
gastronomy.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?
We aim to grow awareness in rural communities,
giving them back a renewed role in overseeing and
protecting the territory
We aim to facilitate the start up of new employment
opportunities in green economy, especially for young
people which would allow them to remain in their
homeland
We aim to to strengthen the connection between
agriculture, tourism and cultural initiatives, creating a
unique and positive territorial marketing

The Appennino Tosco Emiliano
deserves a Biosphere Reserve Brand…
….and we are working on it!

SOME CUES FOR THE WORKSHOP DISCUSSION
The Appennino Tosco Emiliano Biosphere Reserves considers useful:
•

To discipline the worldwide use of Mab UNESCO Logo on high quality food
products coming from Biosphere Reserve

•

To create national and transnational tools to promote and sell high quality
food products coming from Biosphere Reserve (common e-commerce
platform, common participation to fairs, common marketing campaigns)

•

To extend the “Menu KM Zero” gastronomic competition to several
Biosphere Reserve (in Italy and worldwide): a huge global-local project to
promote the MaB network through high quality food and gastronomy

Welcome in
APPENNINO TOSCO-EMILIANO
Biosphere Reserve
ENJOY YOUR STAY!

